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I. Distinctive Features of Composition Studies 
A. Is Composition Studies a discipline? 
B. What is a discipline? 

1. Discipline → has “a special set of phenomena to study, a characteristic 
mode/modes of inquiry, its own history of development, its theoretical 
ancestors and assumptions, its evolving body of knowledge, and its own 
epistemic courts by which knowledge gains that status” (Lauer 20) 

C. In the early 1960s →  dissonance between teaching writing and having 
inadequate understanding/training to teach writing 

1. Scholars began to search for answers concerning the nature of the writing 
process, its constituent powers and skills, its developmental phases, 
susceptibility to being taught as an art 

2. Question the interaction among writer, reader, subject matter, and text 
3. **English field has been marked by its multimodality (describes 

communication practices used to compose messages//multiple modes of 
communication) and use of starting points from a variety of disciplines  

D. What are the criteria for a field to be considered a discipline? 
1. Toulmin’s belief = there needs to be an “epistemic court” → a community 

of experts who reach consensus in accord with their interpretations of the 
discipline’s basic tasks 

a) The court of composition studies includes scholars who are both 
knowledgeable about the range of existing research and 
contributing to one or the other types of inquiry about written 
discourse 

(1) They also evaluate the quality of research that support new 
work and take into account man’s accumulated experience 
in all cultures and historical periods [*can relate to Miller’s 
discussion of how writing is a cultural act] 

2. Habermas’ belief= a consensus depends upon the freedom to move from 
a given level of discourse to higher levels of abstraction 

a) First level → everyday communication 
b) Second → warrant-testing (discourse includes problematic claims 

to truth) 
c) Third → warrant-establishing (communicators examine the 

adequacy of the field itself → its goals and methods of 
investigation) 

d) Fourth → self-reflection on the nature, function, and purpose of 
knowledge itself 

- These level interact and test new theories which stimulate 
further investigation 



E. Composition studies field has been seeking warranted consensus about 
knowledge of written discourse → differs from those in technical fields 

1. In technical fields, consensus about methods of investigation can be more 
rigorously verified 

2. **Social fields like composition studies depend on attributions of 
consensus that act as preconditions for arguing the validity of any theory 

a) People who advance new theories of invention in composition 
studies must presuppose that writing is a process 

b) Also - social fields cannot discover nor verify with observation like 
technical fields demand  

c) *social knowledge depends on a personal relationship between 
advocated (people proposing new theories or hypotheses) and an 
audience (the epistemic court of scholar in a field) 

3. Social field advocates have 2 kinds of audience: 
a) Epistemic court of experts 
b) Larger affected populations (attempts to gain their acceptance of 

its conclusions and to induce their action) 
(1) Can be challenging to make claims before a wrong 

audience that doesn’t have extensive background info 
4. Knowledge about written discourse can inspire action and change in 

instructional methods → yet, action is not always successful b/c theory 
does not easily find effective rhetoric to persuade the larger audience 

5. Reciprocity between theory and practice is two-edged 
a) It can be mutually beneficial but can also threaten the open 

mindedness → work by scholars can be translated by others into 
pedagogy and it sometimes gets prematurely discerned as truth 

F. Composition studies as a social field → it plays within English studies and society 
as a whole (p. 24) 

1. **”Knowledge generated by social fields plays an important role in both 
academia and society b/c its overarching purpose is to transform the 
society into a community by helping to define the zone of relevance in 
matters of human choice” (top of page 25) 

II. Advantages and Risks of Composition Studies 
A. Composition studies is challenging in that the field has a lot of unmapped territory 

and can be rewarded but can also bring about failure 
B. The multimodality of this discipline 

1. Advantage one: use of several modes to help researchers avoid 
overlooking problems in a field  

a) Many of the most important problems can be properly investigated 
only with multiple research methods  

b) **See value in building on relevant work in other fields and of 
using methods of investigation refined elsewhere 

2.  Avantage two: multimodality cultivates a reciprocity among modes 



a) I.e. Historical studies keep the field from reinventing the wheel, 
theoretical work provides guidance for empirical research, 
linguistic studies act as heuristics for theory development 

b) **some social science research suffers from a lack of theoretical 
guidance b/c experimenters have lost touch with sources of theory 

(1) Composition studies’ connection with the classroom and 
the interplay b/tw its empirical & theoretical research helps 
it avoid such traps 

(2) Field continues to search for valid & reliable methods of 
measurement 

c) To keep in mind: multimodality can be tricky since anyone who 
borrows from another field must not only acquire an accurate and 
thorough grasp of the work, but also must understand its context, 
history and status it enjoys in its parent field (p. 26 bottom) 

C. Question: **What should graduate work encompass and emphasize if a student 
seeks to be an intelligent critic of existing work and qualified researchers? 

1. What works, time periods, scholars, disciplines, etc. should they study? 
2. What is the tone of composition studies? 

a) The tone of a discipline provides a finer grain of distinction among 
fields → **composition studies tone has a sense of community 
and collaboration 

(1) New work by this field attempts to build on previous studies 
rather than ridicule or demolish these studies 

(2) Healthy sense of humor and honesty 
(3) Complex, messy, and rock-bottom realm of comp. studies 

 
Mapping the Research Questions in Technical Communication 
C.D. Rude 
 

I. Keywords: research, disciplinarity, pedagogy, practice, social change 
A. **Agreement about research questions can strengthen disciplinary identity and 

give direction to a field that is still maturing 
B. Central research question → how texts (verbal, visual, and multimedia) mediate 

knowledge, values, and action in a variety of contexts 
1. Mapping a field’s research questions is a political act (emphasizes some 

questions and marginalizes/excludes others) 
2. **Identity of any academic field is based in part on the research it 

conducts 
a) **Technical communication is commonly defined as a practice, not 

as an area of research 
b) Research questions in tech. comm. often overlap with other 

communication fields 



(1) These questions define a field by pointing to knowledge 
making that is unique to the field more than research 
methods or topics ** 

C. What makes technical communication distinct and recognizable? 
1. **”Topics are static until questions are framed about them” (p. 175) 

a) Questions identify gaps in knowledge that necessitate research 
D. What does article seeks to accomplish? 

1. Proposes a central research question and four areas of related questions 
for technical comm. 

2. Displays coherence of the field’s research and its promise for the future 
3. Shows connections to other areas of inquiry and to other comm. 

specializations (includes rhetoric and composition) 
E. Central question within research in technical communication: How do texts 

(print, digital, multimedia; visual, verbal) and related communication practices 
mediate knowledge, values, and action in a variety of social and professional 
contexts? 

1. **Connects to concepts taught in my Comm 2 class (Media in the Global 
World) → how does tech. affect our understanding and perception of the 
world around us? 

II. The Context for Asking About Research Questions 
A. Why does technical comm. have an uninformed disciplinary identity? 

1. Newness of field, associate corporate/academic settings of technical 
communication with more dominant fields like engineering, and the status 
of tech comm programs within the English departments 

2. Also close association of tech comm with informed technology (IT) 
B. Research questions → need to understand and use methods beyond textual 

analysis pushes the field to greater research capability 
1. **A shared understanding of research questions is a way to recognize 

tech comm and describe to others → agree on common questions (177) 
a) Can encourage collaboration, new research 

2. Key point: “A field that has a sense of itself through its research 
questions is also a more sustainable field than is one in which research is 
ad hoc and opportunistic” (178) 

III. The Mapping Metaphor 
A. Taxonomy → categories and order 

1. Categories provide a scheme and vocab for talking about particulars and 
relationships while maps show spatial relationships and provide direction 

2. **Maps encourage movement and exploration//break down boundaries// 
call for attention 

B. A map of a field constructs its power relationships 
1. Illustrates hegemonic process in which some meanings and practices are 

chosen for emphasis and others are excluded/repressed 



a) I.e. some meanings and practices are chosen for emphasis while 
others are excluded or repressed 

b) **Must understand power and how it shifts in a field 
2. There is an emphasis on spatial rather than temporal/historical concerns 

a) How certain disciplines overlap and fight for space in a field 
3. Mapping research questions suggests networks and intersections 

more than categories and boundaries 
C. Types of questions 

1. Disciplinary → come from the constructed place of disciplinary identity 
2. Pedagogical → emerge from and are relevant to academic and corporate 

classrooms 
3. Practice → emerge from various sites where professional technical 

communicators are employed or volunteer 
4. Social change → expand the horizons of the field through research that is 

unlimited by the boundaries of work by practitioners and specialists 
a) Reflect a discipline’s responsibility to contribute beyond 

self-improvement and self-perpetuation and relevance of field’s 
knowledge to public sphere 

b) **Connect to research questions since they deal with how texts 
and comm practices shape knowledge, values, and action 

IV. Analysis of Book Content (180) 
A. Intent → to focus on work in the field in the interest of mapping the questions of 

the field 
V. The Central Questions (181) 

A. Keyword: texts (researchers seldom examine only the text) 
1. Texts exist within activity systems such as situation analysis, 

development, production → all involve communication  (related 
communication practices)  

B. Mediate → indicates that writers and texts produced influence what readers 
know, and what issues get noticed 

C. “Learning to know” vs. “learning to do” → describe broad purpose of texts created 
by technical communicators; learning mostly in doing 

D. Contexts → texts are not separate from their origins and impacts 
VI. Ways to Map the Research Questions 

A. Four ways of research questions: disciplinarity, pedagogy, social change, 
practice (see page 183) 

VII. Disciplinarity Questions 
A. How shall we know ourselves? What are our definitions, history, status, possible 

future, and research methods? 
B. Relationship between academia and industry often conflicting 
C. Studies of power → practitioners feel marginalized and undervalues sometimes; 

job title evolved from writer to communication to information developer (suggests 
more creative role) 



D. **Jobs are limited markers of status for an academic field because they don’t 
take into full account the value of a degree in educating oneself/shaping world 

E. Histories of a field tell stories about the mediation of texts on knowledge/action 
1. Suggest what connects practices of tech comm over time and in different 

contexts 
F. Link of tech comm and knowledge → language is a means of conceptual work 

1. Research questions concern how texts are used in making of knowledge 
(191) 

G. Research methods assume that writing is a social activity (collaborative) 
VIII. Pedagogy Questions 

A. What should be the content of our courses and curriculum? How shall we teach 
students best practices, history, and possibilities? How shall we negotiate 
competing claims for content and pedagogical methods and compete for 
academic resources?  

1. **Ask how and what to teach and for what outcomes (i.e. course design) 
2. Workplace writing is often linear → beginning to end 

B. Close relationship between curriculum and practice (194) → ** Learning what 
writers do beyond the academy—what they write, how they get information, how 
an orientation to users and usability shapes their thinking, how they collaborate, 
and how they use technology—has led to an innovative curriculum within English 
studies 

1. Includes international audiences 
C. **Tech comm programs take students into the world to solve problems, through 

service learning, client projects, and internships 
D. **Globalization influences curriculum (not strictly physical textbooks, but online) 
E. Students are learning a practice based on principles, not just how to produce a 

texts (analyzing situation and the user are part of the practice) 
F. Conceptual questions → take into account technology, globalization, ethics 

1. Concept of literacy implies social significance → ability to function in a 
literate society using the competencies of literacy (196) 

2. **Also literacy is ability to negotiate a situation that requires 
communication (work as a team, solve problems, use tech) 

a) Goes beyond narrow concept of literacy as reading/writing 
3. Critical literacy means understanding computers as cultural artifacts and 

positions students as questioners of technology 
4. Rhetorical literacy positions students as producers of technology, 

understanding and invoking (i.e. the rhetorical nature of interface design) 
G. Political questions 

1. Tool design → tools prepare one for production rather than for research 
and writing  

2. Some universities discourage pedagogical research, arguing that 
pedagogy is only the application of knowledge, not a source of knowledge 

IX. Practice questions 



A. How should texts be constructed to work effectively and ethically? What are best 
practices of text development and design? What design practices include 
international users and users with disabilities? How can content be managed for 
reuse? 

B. Two main issues: text design (includes usability) & procedures for developing 
and managing info (collaboration, management, cross-cultural teamwork, 
structured authoring, single sourcing)  (199)  

C. Design questions → document design, defined not just as visual design but also 
as content and media selection, organization, style, illustrations, and navigation 
aids 

1. Good designs help people understand, interact, make decisions 
2. Methods of research on the effectiveness of design for user of texts → 

usability testing and protocol analysis 
3. **Include technical communicators on product-design teams because 

instructions help people understand product better 
4. **Processes change but the need to develop, organize, and manage 

information remains constant 
D. An interesting turn in practice has been from obtaining content mainly from 

experts (engineers, programmers) to consulting users → not always a top-down 
manner 

E. Theme in disciplinary inquiry: pedagogy is critique and self-reflection 
1. Able to be an innovator, able to easily adapt  

X. Social change questions 
A. How do texts function as agents of knowledge development, action, or change? 

1. How to solve problems in social contexts 
2. Role of writing in human activity 

B. The collective study of texts helps to enable kinds of human activity that require 
thought, communication, and negotiation (204) 

XI. Conclusions 
A. Tech comm has grown as a career field in service to other career fields like 

engineering and information technology  
B. Tech comm focuses most of its energy on pedagogy and practice 
C. Idea that an academic field is built upon research questions that help develop 

knowledge → knowledge gained helps to enable better work and use of the 
products it helps present to users (value added to products like equipment and 
software)  

D. Field’s identity also resides in how it contributes to the world beyond better 
practices (such as social change, user experience, etc.) 

E. **Tech comm has based its practices and teaching on research 
1. A practice is driven by good ideas/questions more than by studies to 

validate their worth (206) 
F. Mapping questions provide breadth 
G. Overlapping of fields 



H. **Technical communication targets specific users, who are always as unique as 
the circumstances that require a text  

I. Author argues that tech comm field has not articulated very well to others its 
contributions to the world’s knowledge, yet a shared sense of common goals in 
research could contribute to the field’s visibility, identity, status, and sustainability 


